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buildings, designed stage sets for the Federal Theater, con-
ducted free art classes averaging sixty thousand students
monthly, and maintained sixty-six community art centers
which attracted a total of six million visitors* The emphasis
upon grass-roots themes and culture was most notably served
by a program called the Index of American Design which
under the direction of Constance Rourke gave employment
to about a thousand artists* They ransacked antique shops
and museums, historical societies, New England farmhouses,
Shaker barns, California missions, for specimens of early arts
and crafts, which occasionally they photographed but usually
painted with minute fidelity to color and texture.
This aspect of the Art Project, comparable to the WPA's
endeavors in preserving other rich layers of local culture,
possessed probably greater significance than most of its orig-
inal productions, which contained their full complement
of arty daubs and doctrinaire canvases. But the undertaking
also helped to sustain worthy artists in the lack of other pat-
ronage, it diminished the awe and snobbery which enshrined
Old Masters to the neglect of living moderns, narrowed the
gap between the artist and his public, and fostered appre-
ciative curiosity about art as a creative process. Yet, even in
the higher brackets of the FAP itself it was recognized that
indefinite federal patronage would likely foster a pensioners*
roll of mediocrities, and that competition among reputable
artists for government contracts at self-respecting wages in
the longer view was fruitful of better results.
The elder realists of the American scene—through whose
eyes so many of the younger generation trained themselves
to look—included Charles Burchfield with his sepulchral
farmhouses and crossroads stores under dark and snowy
skies; Edward Hopper, bringing an equally sharp fidelity to
lonely tenements and deserted streets as well as to lighthouses
and silos; Charles Sheeler with his absorption in the home-
spun folk art and crafts of Shaker Pennsylvania; and John
Sloan with his vivid multitudinous depiction of the side-

